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Abstract—Content sharing and online collaboration have become extremely popular in recent years, in particular with the
pervasiveness of cloud storage services such as Dropbox. However,
these popular cloud services are not accessible when users are
offline and do not take the geographical location of the users into
account when distributing content. Despite years of research in
opportunistic content dissemination, real users are yet to fully
experience the advantages of content sharing in proximity. To this
end, we propose uDrop which literally pushes the cloud storage
services to the edge of the network whenever interested users are
in proximity of each other. uDrop enables content sharing among
users in the vicinity without relying on networking infrastructure
while improving the user quality of experience and reducing the
cost of bandwidth. In this demonstration, we show the practical
feasibility of uDrop service on Android smartphones.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Today’s pervasive mobile applications rely heavily on cloud
based infrastructure either for storage, computation or management in the process of mobile content distribution. Personal
cloud storage have almost become a commodity along with the
growing popularity of services such as Dropbox and Google
Drive. All these popular services are centralized in nature
where all the content is hosted at the service provider requiring
all users to have Internet connectivity to access the service.
The perceived advantages of this communication model are
the centralized control, simplification of device functionality
and the ability to connect with virtually any other device
regardless of the device location. However, this makes the
service unavailable for offline users and inefficient in terms
of networking resource usage as the service is required to
communicate via the cloud service even if the end user devices
are physically co-located.
Despite the immense research effort in opportunistic communication and ad-hoc networking, centralized services are
typically being provided largely due to the benefits from
harvesting user data outweigh the expense of costs associated
with storage and distribution of data. In this paper, we aim
to demonstrate the feasibility of moving the cloud storage
services to the edge of the mobile network, and in particular
to the smart mobile devices, such that users may take advantage of co-location when sharing user generated content.
The proximity based content sharing/hosting via short-range
networks such as WiFi and Bluetooth not only allows to
offload communications from the congested cellular networks,
but also, and most importantly from a user perspective, reduces
the monetary bandwidth costs and latency. Distributing con-
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tent locally often improves the user quality of experience in
particular when the content size is large and user density is
high.
We propose uDrop, a distributed mobile cloud storage
service that takes advantage of the geographical co-location
of users to exchange content locally while still providing the
convenience of cloud storage services when users are not
within each other vicinity. In general, it has been demonstrated
that users in proximity of each other are more likely to
be interested in similar content [1]. For instance, cohorts of
people in large events such as festival or concert are likely to
be interested in sharing their experience of the event. Photos or
videos shot from a better perspective could therefore be shared
among people of interests. Along with the pervasiveness of
mobile hand-held devices and their increasing capabilities,
uDrop exploits these local concentration of user interest, which
extends the reach of cloud storage to the users who are offline.
Sharing in proximity expands users’ social network to the
physical proximity, and then blends the physical proximity
back into the social network, which we believe would result
in a much improved mobile content distribution efficiency.
We demonstrate the feasibility of uDrop through a prototype
implementation on Android smartphones including a locationbased social discovery feature and local content dropping and
retrieving processes.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II
describes an overview of our system. Section III and Section IV provide the details of the prototype implementation
and demonstration. Section V compares uDrop with related
work.
II. S YSTEM OVERVIEW
uDrop aims to provide the ability to seamlessly share content with users in proximity irrespective of the availability of
networking infrastructure. uDrop achieves this by harnessing
the advanced capabilities of modern smart mobile devices via
a mobile application (uDrop-app). uDrop-app enables users
to create a local network and collaborate with other uDrop
users in the vicinity. uDrop users will also have access to
a cloud storage partition, which they can use to collaborate
when they are not in the proximity. Any uDrop user can
initiate sharing content by activating a uDrop-Box on the
device, which invokes WiFi tethering on the device to form a
uDrop-LAN. An overview of uDrop content sharing process is
illustrated in Figure 1 which consist of two phases; 1) Social
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Fig. 1. uDrop System Overview
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Fig. 2. uDrop User Interface

discovery, and 2) Content dropping and retrieving as described
below.
A. Social Discovery
At the time of installation of uDrop-app, each user is asked
to register with the uDrop content management server (CMS)
to gain access to the uDrop cloud storage partition (uDropCloud), which can be used to host content and/or as a data
backup service. uDrop-app shares the user’s locations with the
uDrop-Server periodically to assist in discovering the nearby
uDrop users in the order of geographic proximity to the user’s
current location or in a map as shown in Figure 2a. uDrop
users can invite nearby users to form a uDrop-LAN to start
sharing content locally as illustrated in Figure 2b. uDropapp also notifies the user to move closer to the uDrop-Box,
if the user is outside the uDrop-LAN reach. When Internet
connectivity is not available, nearby users can be discovered
only if; 1) there is an active uDrop-LAN in the proximity
or 2) by activating a uDrop-LAN on the device. Further, the
nearby user list is limited to the users within the uDrop-LAN
communication range. In addition, uDrop allows its users to
remember its previously connected users and add them as
friends forming a location-based content sharing network.
B. Content Dropping and Retrieving
Each member of the uDrop-LAN can drop any content
into the connected uDrop-Box. More specifically, the device
hosting the uDrop-Box receives the meta information of any
content drops by its member including a thumbnail for the
content. uDrop-Box makes these information available to all
the connected members. Members in uDrop-LAN are also able
to exchange content directly with the assistance of uDrop-Box
for a minimum latency, and these contents are to be pushed
to uDrop-Box later. The actual content will be uploaded to
the uDrop-Box, if a member drop a particular content or the
content is pushed after retrieving. The local data transmissions
improves the user’s quality of experience while saving the
mobile bandwidth for the user.

All uDrop-apps updates the CMS with the meta information of connected uDrop-LANs and uDrop-Boxes periodically,
whenever they are connected to Internet. This enables the CMS
to create a virtual uDrop-LAN by setting up proper access
permissions among uDrop-Cloud partitions. Users may also
collaborate on the same content, where CMS will backup
multiple versions of the content. When uDrop users are
connected to their uDrop-Cloud via a low-cost network, i.e.
WLAN, uDrop-app uploads the content that are stored on
the local uDrop-Box to make the content available online to
members of the virtual uDrop-LAN.
III. I MPLEMENTATION
uDrop system consists of two main entities; 1) uDrop mobile
app and 2) uDrop cloud services
A. uDrop Mobile App
The prototype of uDrop-app has been implemented on
Android smartphones as an standalone application. uDrop-app
can be developed as a standalone application or an extension
to popular cloud storage services. The basic components of the
uDrop-app are illustrated in Figure 3. The Android uDrop-app
consists of two main activities socialDiscovery and fileExplorer that interact with the user and one Android service serverService which runs in the background. socialDiscovery
initiates the relevant intents to discover nearby uDrop members
either communicating with the CMS when online or sending
and listening to the social discovery probes locally when
offline. fileExplorer handles user requests related to content
dataManager. The database access-control permissions are
managed by the requestHandler, while dataManager keeps
track of the history of modifications, record usage statistics
and update the cloud partitions. Finally, thumbnailManager
and filesManager update and manage thumbnail and file meta
information in local uDrop-Box via database queries.
B. uDrop Cloud Services
uDrop cloud services consist of the CMS and individual
cloud storage partitions (uDrop-Cloud). The CMS assist in the
social discovery phase by collecting and hosting user locations
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Fig. 3. uDrop-app Implementation

and authenticating uDrop-app users. In addition, the CMS
keeps an updated database of uDrop friends. uDrop system is
designed in such a way that it can be easily integrated with an
existing cloud service provider. Therefore, the uDrop-Cloud
storage partition simply acts as an online storage which is
managed by the CMS.
IV. D EMONSTRATION AND T ECHNICAL R EQUIREMENTS
In this demonstration, we run uDrop-app on three colocated Android smartphones. In particular, we demonstrate
its core functionality; 1) peer discovery, 2) content dropping
and retrieving, as described earlier. One of the Android smartphones acts as the uDrop-Box and hosts the uDrop-LAN. Other
two Android devices are used to demonstrate dropping and
retrieving content, as well as the version control functions.
Alternatively, visitors with Android devices are also able to
participate in the demonstration using their own devices, if
they wish to install our prototype app. This demonstration has
no particularly special technical requirements. We will provide
our own devices with uDrop installed. Access to power for
charging the phones would be preferable to ensure that the
devices are charged during the entire demonstration.
V. R ELATED W ORK
There have been a number of proposals for proximity
based content sharing services taking advantage of the recent
developments of ad-hoc networking and opportunistic communication technologies [2], [3], [4], [5], [6]. BlueTorrent [2] is a
Bluetooth-based mobile peer-to-peer application, which allows
users to cooperatively share contents locally. Proximiter [3]
enables the sharing of various types of contents on mobile
devices, including text messages, profiles, pictures and etc.
Miyamoto et al. [4] proposed an aerial-based survivor locator framework, where the broadcast capabilities of existing
mobile devices is leveraged to work together with the highmobility drones for efficient message ferrying during natural

disasters. MoodChat [6] is a context-aware local sharing
framework, while Disseminate [5] provides an implementation
of a publish-subscribe based protocol for sharing contents via
WiFi-Direct. All these proposals only provides sharing in proximity whereas uDrop provides the convenience of seamless
connectivity when users are both online and offline. Moreover,
uDrop, in contrast to ad-hoc sharing, offers simultaneous
content sharing among multiple users.
In addition to research proposals, Bump [7], being one of
the most popular app in iOS and Android, achieved more than
125 million downloads. Bump utilizes the device’s location,
network and sensor data to connect peer users. However, it
requires an active Internet connection to do the matching and
content transmission does not work in a peer-to-peer manner.
As a result, users consume their own cellular data for content
exchange. Moreover, numerous groups have investigated on
location-based content storage for mobile users [8], [9]. Again,
both WhereStore [8] and Crowd-Cache [9] require a dedicated
storage unit to provide the service.
In this context, the key innovation behind uDrop is that it
extends the content sharing and collaborating features of cloud
storage into the smart mobile device without the requirement
of Internet connection whilst still providing the convenience
of centralized cloud storage service. Put simply, uDrop is
trying to put in practice efforts of the research community that
successfully addressed, from a system design and performance
analysis point of view, the proximity-based and opportunistic
communication issues.
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